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0. Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to give an elementary method for the
computation of the cohomoloyg groups Hq(X, ΩP(L)), (0<q<n) of an #-dimen-
sional Hopf manifold X, (n>2), where ΩP(L) denotes the sheaf of germs of
holomorphic p-foτms with values in a holomorphic line bundle L on X.
Ise [10] has given a solution of this problem for homogeneous Hopf mani-
folds. He makes strong use of the fact that any homogeneous Hopf manifold
of dimension n is a fibre bundle over the complex projective space Pn-1. His
main tools are knowledge of the cohomology groups Hq(Pn~1y ΩP(L)) and the
Leray spectral sequence.
Our approach to Ise's problem is a generalization of a method used by Do-
uady [4] to study the deformation of Hopf manifolds.
We shall now describe the contents of this paper. Section 1 presents our
method for the computation of the cohomology groups for flat line bundles
and makes evident the dichotomy between Hopf manifolds of dimension n>2
and Hopf surfaces (n=2). Section 2 treats the case of Hopf manifolds of dimen-
sion n>2 and section 3 the case of Hopf surfaces.
Generalizing a result of Kodaira [11] for Hopf surfaces we show in section
4 that all line bundles on an arbitrary Hopf manifold are flat. To this end we
calculate first the Hodge numbers of these manifolds. The flatness of line
bundles shows that the method introduced in section 1 applies to the general
case.
Applications to holomorphic vector bundles and foliations on Hopf mani-
folds will be published elsewhere.
Acknowledgement: This paper is a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis [12]
with Prof. A. Haefliger. My heartfelt thanks go to him for his help and encoura-
gement.
1. Hopf manifolds, flat line bundles and the main lemma
Let W:=Cn— {0} and n>2. We recall some facts about Hopf manifolds,
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for details we refer to [3], [8], [11] § 10 and [14]. By a contraction /: (C\ 0)->
(Cn, 0) we understand an automorphism of Cn fixing 0 with the property that
the eigenvalues μl9 •••, μn of/'(0), the differential o f/ at 0, are inside the unit
circle. We call a contraction of the form/: (zly •••, zn)-*(pi%i> '"> μA) diagonal
and always assume that 0< | μl | < | μ2 \ < ••• < | μn \ < 1.
The subgroup of automorphisms of Cn generated by a contraction / opera-
tes freely and properly discontinuously on W. The quotient X (or Xf if we
want to emphasize the contraction /) is a compact, complex manifold of
dimension n called a Hopf manifold. The canonical projection is denoted by
π: W-*X. Given two contractions /ι,/2 of C
n
 the Hopf manifolds Xfl and Xfz
are isomorphic iff there is a
 <§reAut(Cn) fixing 0 such that fι=g°fϊ°g~l on Cn.
Thus the classification problem of Hopf manifolds up to isomorphisms corres-
ponds to the normal form problem for conjugation classes of contractions in
Aut((7Λ, 0), the group of automorphisms of Cn fixing 0. For dimension n—2 the
solution to this problem is well known (cf. [11] p. 695). Reich (cf. [33] p. 248)
gives a solution for dimension n=3. For dimension n>3 a complete solution is
not to be expected (cf. [13] p. 247). However, there is a weaker result which is
enough for our purposes (for details see [8] p. 249). Let Gμ be the group of
invertible polynomial maps/: Cn-^>Cn which commute with the diagonal linear
contraction dμ,: %=(%1J •••, #w)ι— >μ%==(μιZι, •••, μA) The following statement
is a consequence from the Poincare-Dulac theorem (cf. [1] p. 187). Given a
Hopf manifold ^generated by a contraction / with /'(O)—*//* then there is a
contraction g^Gμ, such that X is isomorphic to Xg.
Assume L^H\Xy 0*) is a flat line bundle. Then it is the quotient of
Wx C, the trivial line bundle on the universal covering of X, by the operation
of a representation of the fundamental group πι(X)^Z of X
PL: πι(X) -* C* := GL(\, C)
7 ι-» PL(Ύ)
in the following way :
WxC-> WxC
NOTATION: We write Lb for the bundle induced by the representation pL
with b:—pL(l). For the locally free sheaf O(Lb) of germs of holomorphic sec-
tions we write sometimes by abuse of notation Lb.
We want to calculate hq(X, Ωp
x
(Lb)):=dim H9(X, Ω,px(Lb)), where Ωpχ(Lb): =
Ωχ®O(Lb) and Ω£ denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic p-forms on X
as usual.
Take a covering Jl ={Uf} of X such that the Uf are open and contractible
Stein subsets of X and U^. — n^Ui) is a disjoint union of open Stein subsets
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of W, each of them isomorphic to C7t :
0,:= U/"(l/ίβ); Jt:={Uά.
m<=Z
If <p(=r(Uiy Ω,pχ®Lb) then φ:=π*(φ) lies in T(Uh π*(Ωpx®Lb))^Γ(Uiy Ω&),
because ίr*(Ωj®Ir,)βw*(Ωi)®»*(L*), »*(£,)«<?„ and τr*(Ω£)^Ω^. Thus
we can build a sequence of Cech-complexes:
π* bld—f*
( 1 ) 0 - C (Jί, Ωi(L,)) - C1' M, Ωίr) i C (JC Ωi) -> 0 .
Lemma 1. The sequence (I) is exact.
Proof. The only problem is to show the surjectivity of bld—f*. Let
without loss of generality γ be an element of Γ(£7
ίo
 Π ••• Π Uig). Our assumption
on Jί implies that UiQ Π - Π Uiq= U /
w(^/0o Π - Π C7ίfβ). We put 7= 7^7,
with 71=0 on all jr(t/ί0o Π - Π C/i f0) for m<0 and γ2-0 on/m(C/<0o Π - Π t/{fβ)
with w>0. The expression
m<0
is well defined since both sums are locally finite. A straightforward calculation
shows that (bld—f*)β=fy. qed.
From (1) we derive a generalized long exact Douady sequence:
( 2 ) 0 -> H°(X,
where P=bld-f*.
Because ί/9(PF, Ω*)«£Γf(ϊΓ, θO) and tf?(PF, O)ΦO only for
 ? = 0, n-1
(cf. [8] p. 246), (2) decomposes for n>2 into the following exact sequences:
0 - H\X, Ωp
x
(Lb)) - H\W, Ωfr) -H? ff°(IF, Ωfr) -> ί/1 ,^ Ωi(L,)) -> 0
( 3 ) 0 -> H-XX, ΩJ(L»)) - H-l(W, Ωfr)
With A{ « := dim H\X, Clp
x
(Lb)) follows the
Main Lemma. Let X be a Hopf manifold of dimension n>2 and let
, 0*) be aflat line bundle on X. Then
hpb'
Q
 = dim ker P0 ,
hpb'
1
 = dim coker PQ ,
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hpq
 q
 = Q forl<ί<n-l,
hϊ "-1 = dim ker P
βHl ,
hpb'
n
 = dim coker P
n
^ .
2. The cohomology of flat line bundles for diagonal Hopf manifolds
of dimension n>2
With the method described in § 1 one can calculate the cohomology of
flat line bundles over Hopf manifolds. We give formulas for the classical and
the generic cases. Explicit formulas for the resonant cases would involve the
unsolved classification problem of Hopf manifolds.
A. The classical case
Assume that X is a Hopf manifold generated by a contraction /of the type
/: (#!, •••, #„)— >(μ#ι, •••, μ%
n
) with 0< \μ\ <1. This is the classical case intro-
duced by Hopf [9] and studied by Ise [10].
We need some notations:
{0} where N is the set of positive integers.
Δμ:— <(X>= cyclic subgroup of C* generated by the eigenvalue μ off.
For #=(<*!, •••, a
n
)&No we introduce \a\ :=a1+a2-{ ----- \-an.
X,(my ri):=${a^No\ \a\=m} where #M denotes the cardinality of the set M.
LbϊΞH\X, (5*), ieC* (cf. § 1).
We now give a short proof of the main result of [10].
Theorem 1. [10] Let Xf be a Hopf manifold of dimension n>2 with
/: (*ι, — , *«) -*(μ*ι, — , μx
u
)> 0< I μ \ <1, and Lb^H\X} 0*) a holomorphic flat
line bundle. Then either έ$Δμ, in which case hb'9=0 for all p and q, or b=μm,
, and then we have the following result:
0 otherwise .
hl " = 0 if
{ 0 otherwise .
Proof. The Main Lemma implies that it is enough to calculate the di-
mension of the kernels and the cokernels of PQ and PΛ_I. By Serre-duality we
can avoid the calculation of PM_j (see the remark at the end of section 2):
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(Xt Ω*-f(L?)) with Lf^Ll!t .
a) dim ker P0: The section ω^Γ(W, Ω*) can be written as
ω= Σ Σ « t f *•<**/= Σ Σ <ϊ i^*>«T' "«:«ΛilΛJ<=It a<=N"0 <*V .*,)eΛ (βfc-ΛjeJv;
Applying the operator P0: Γ(ϊF, Λ*)-»Γ(W, Ω*) gives
P0ω = Σ Σ aί(b-μM+*)a dxjJ aeNl
Hence: If i-yβ|+ίΦθ then we get that P0ω=0 iff α/=0 for all /e/^ and
o This implies: either όφΔμ and then ker P0=0 or b=μ
m
 and we have
ifm=\a\+p
i.e. dim ker P0=# {«=(«„ -, α.) I I « I =«-
known that
j)=X(»-A »)(j) It iis well
and hence the claim follows.
b) dim coker P0: Assume b=μm. We claim that ω is an element of coker P0
iff it can be written in the from
ω = Σ Σ al%*dzj .
J \Λ\+p = m
That this condition is sufficient follows from the considerations above. We
show now that it is necessary.
Let ω=Σ Σ aJ
Λ
z*d%j. The claim is that a τ exists with P
oT=ω. Setting
T := Σ Σ aί(b-μ)«^pylz«dzj
it follows that P0τ=ω if T converges. It is easy to see that a nQ exists with
for all a with | a \ >nQ
i.e.
for all α with | a \ >nQ.
There is a t e/ί+ such that ΣI al IV* converges. Hence
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We get dim coker P0=dim ker P0. qed.
B. The generic case
We say that a Hopf manifold X is of generic type if it is generated by a
contraction of the type/: (zl9 •••, ssn)^(μ^Su — > A* A) with °< I Mi I ^  \μ*\ ^"*
< I μ» I <1, and there are no relations except trivial ones between the μ/s of the
form
Π A*Ϊ< = Π A#, r,, ryeΛΓβ, ^Πfi =0,A\JB= {1, -, »} .ieA j^B 3
The following notations are used:
α := (al9 — , αΛ)eJVS, w := K, — , mn)<=Nn0 .
, ft.) |Λ,e {0, 1} Σ Λ, = ^  m-K>(Oy - ,0)}
,^)|^e{0, 1}; Σ*£ = n-ί; ^ +^<(0, ..-, 0)}
Let Δftl)...tJuιΛ be the free commutative subgroup of C* generated by the eigenvalues
μι> μ& '"> Vn of/.
Theorem 2. T/" L
έ
 w ^ holomorphίc flat line bundle on a generic Hopf mani-
fold of dimension ri>1, then we have the following results:
Ifb=μm, then
(J) ifm>(\, 1,. ,1),
if w>(0, 0, •••, 0) and there exists an i with mi = 0 _,
otherwise .
hpb>
q
 = 0 if
',» Z,/>,«-l
, 0^ •••_, 0) and there exists an i with m;
0 otherwise .
Proof. We introduce a map
{K=(kl,..>,k.)\k,eiO, 1}}
where
Let
1 i f / e f t , -
0 otherwise,
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J
= Σ Σ <v."; 4,')«?1 «ί"ώf<1Λ Λ<fe,>eΓ(FΓ,Λ»),(ij, ,*,)e/> (α1, ,α.)eΛΓ;
then
= Σ Σ aJ(b-μ"+κj)z«dzj .
Now P0ω=0 iff for all a either a£=Q or b=μ«+κJ. If m>(l, -, 1), then
we have for all/ some a such that a+Kj=m and it follows that λ£ °= ( ^Y If
0ι>(0, •••, 0) and m—Kj contains at least one mi—k{<0, then there is no α for
which mi = k{ + ai9 tft >0. This implies bΦμaύ+κJ for all α and the given
J^Ip. Hence h$ °=A*. The other cases are treated in the same way and
h% n=kpb'
n
-
1
 results from hpb>
Q
=hpb'
1
 by Serre-duality. q.e.d.
REMARK. We could avoid Serre-duality and calculate hl'n in a similar way
to the above A{ " applying P^ to H*~\W, n^cxΓ^n — Π t/,, Ω*) with U~
3. The cohomology of flat line bundles on Hopf surfaces
The Hopf surfaces X are completely classified (see for example [3], [14]
or [11] § 10). For our purposes it is convenient to distinguish the following
cases corresponding to the contractions/: C2— >C2 inducing these surfaces.
1) The generic case
. with no relations of the kind μ[ι — μr22, rly
0 /v
2) The classical case
f=(μ\U μ
3) The resonant case
/= v* with
 μι - μl, r£ΞN and r>l .\0 μ2/
4) The hyperresonant case
/= ( ^  °) with & ^  t*'*> r» r^N and
5) The exceptional case
/(*ι> ^2) = (*(> ^2) = (A^ι^ι+^2, ^2^2) with μ
ί
=μτ2, r ^N and r>\ .
We are interested in determining the cohomology groups of the flat line
bundles in all these cases.
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To this end we show first, that it is enough to calculate h\X, Ωp(Lb)) for all
ndp=Q, 1,2:
By Serre-duality we obtain:
Because
 Cl(TX)=c2(TX)=0 (cf. [14] p. 23), q(L)=0 for all LEΞH\X, 0*) and
Ω
P(L)=O(Λ.P T*X®L) it follows with the Riemann-Roch formula
= ch(£lp(L)).3(TX)[X] = 0 .
From X(X, £lp(L)) = h\X, £lp(L))-hl(X, Ωp(L)) + h2(X, ΩP(L)) we get hl(X9
ΩP(Lb))=h\X, Ωp(Lb))+h°(X, tf~p(L1/b)). So it is enough to be able to com-
pute h\X, ΩP(L)) which is equal to dim ker P0 in the first part of the Douady-
sequence :
0 -> H\X, Ω^(L)) -> H\W, π*(Ωp(L))) 5? H\W, π*(Ωp(L))) .
These groups can be computed on the same lines as in § 2 for the generic,
the classical, the resonant and the hyperresonant cases by counting admissible
partitions of numbers. The exceptional case is somewhat different and we
shall give a proof after having stated the results.
NOTATIONS : As in § 2 we need the following subgroups of C* : ΔV2=group
generated by μ1 and μ2.
REMARK. The structure of these groups depends on the contraction /.
For example if X is generic Δμ1>μj} is a free commutative group. If X is hyper-
resonant then Aμ,ltμ2=<^μl9 μ2\ μιμ2=
Proposition 2. Let X be a generic Hopf surf ace and Lb^H\X, 0*). Then
either b<£Δμ,ltμ.2, in which case h
p
b'
q
=0for all p and q or b =μ™ iμ%2 ^ Δμι>μ2 and we
have the following result:
P
Aί
«•'
p=0
1 if («,,«,) ^ (0,0),
0 otherwise.
hl °+hl *
p=ί
2 if («,,«,) ^ (1,1),
1 if 0^=0, >«2>0
or /»!>(), ^=0,
0 otherwise.
AJ °+Aί 2
p=2
lifK,^)^(l,l),
0 otherwise.
AΪ +AΪ 1
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h¥ Iif(^m2)<(-l, -1),
0 otherwise.
2ί{(m
ί>m2)<Z(-l,-l)9
1 if m^Q, m2<0
or /«!<(), m2=0y
0 otherwise.
1 if (>«!,»«,)<; (0,0),
0 otherwise.
Proposition 3. Let X be a classical Hopf surface and Lb^H\X, £?*).
Then either 6φΔ^ in which case hpb
>q
=0 for all p and q or b=μm and we have
the following result:
P
hζ °
h*S
At-2
p=0
m+l ifm>0,
0 ifffi<0.
A2 °+AΪ 2
— m — 1 if m<, — 2,
0 ifm>-2.
p=\
2m 'ύm>L\,
0 if»ι<l.
hl 0+hl 2
—2m iίm<.—l,
0 ifίw>-l.
p=2
m-l ifm>2,
0 if m<2.
hl a+h2t'
2
—m+l ifm<,0,
0 if OT>O.
Proposition 4. Let X be a resonant Hopf surface and Lb^H\X, (9*).
Then either όφΔμltμ2, in which case h
p
b
 q
=Q for all p and q or b—μ2^Δμ.^2 and
we have the following result:
P
hϊ °
h*S
hϊ 2
p=Q
n if (n— l)r<tm<n r,
0 if w<0.
hΓ+hl>2
n if—(n-\-l)r<tm<—n r,
Oif m>-r.
p=l
2n ιίm=n r,
2n—l if(n—l)r<m<n-r,
0 ifw^O.
7,l fO_ι λ.1,2Kb +"!,'
2n if m=— n r,
2n—l if —n r<m<
~(n-l)ry
Oif m>0.
p=2
n Ίfn r<
m^(n+l)r,
Qifm<r.
L2,0_j_L2,2
Kb' +hb
n if —n r<m<,
-(»-l)r,
0 if w>0.
Proposition 5. Let X be a hyperresonant Hopf surf ace and Lb^H\X, (9*).
Then either δ$ΔμlfJV in which case hpb'q=Q for all p and q or b^μ^μ^^Δp^.
In this case b=μ^μ22 always has a representation such that O^m^^ or 0<
rι and we have the following result \
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P
*•
tf 1
hi-2
p=0
n if (n— 1)/
 2<Ξ
»z2<w r2,
Oif/«2<0.
«•'+«•'
OiSw^r,
»if-(n+l)r,^
m^— n r2,
0 if m
ί
>— r2.
ί=l
2w if/w2=w r2,
2//.+ 1 if w r2</w2<(/ί+l)r2,
0 if //72<ΞO.
O „ i 1 \C ΛM <** r
2/? if (it— I)r2</w2</ί r2,
0 if /w2<0.
A1*°+A1'2
^=0:
2/ι if //72— — w r2,
2/j+l if — (n+l)r2<m2<
-n rf>
0 if/w2>0.
2/2+1 if w,= -(ιι+l)r2,
2/7 if — (n-\-1i)T2<tn2<^
0 ifm2>— r2.
ί=2
/ί it (n — l )/'2<C.//72^^/ί * r2y
0 if w2^0.
AΪ '+^ 1
0<«t^r1
nif-in+lJr^fB,^
— M.ΓJJ,
0 if »/2>— rz.
Proposition 6. Λ^ί -X" fe an exceptional Hopf surface and Lb^H\Xy 0*).
$Δ/Al>μ2, in which case hpb'q=Q for all p and q or b—μ%
the following result:
P
hi °
hi-1
w
p=Q
l i fw^O,
0 otherwise.
A? °+Λ? 2
1 if /»<— r,
0 otherwise.
ί=
l
2 if m>ry
1 if l^m^r,
0 otherwise.
λj β+*i 2
2 if w<— r,
1 if — r^m^ — 1,
0 otherwise.
p=2
1 if m>r,
0 otherwise.
A1 °+AΪ 2
1 if in ^ 0,
0 otherwise.
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Proof of Proposition 6.
A. Calculation of h\X, O(Lb)) .
Recall the following definitions: /: (%19 #2)ι->(#ί,#2) with #ί=
and
kerP0^{ω€ΞΓ(PF, O) = IXC2, O)\bω-f*ω = 0}.
We get for ω=Σ*,/ ^ki%ι^2
/*ω - = Σ Σ
We calculate ά
Λ
^ : comparison of the exponents of the variables %19 %2 gives the
condition:
(α, /?) - (ί, r(k-t)+l) .
It follows that #=£, Λ>α and I=β—r(k—t)=/3—jr where j=k—a andj can
take the values 0, •••, [/3/r] ([ΛJ] being the greatest integer less than x). Hence:
Thus we get the following conditions for the coefficients a
ap using the relation
P0ω=0:
2^-^ for all (α, ^ )>(0, 0) .
Picturally the conditions (4) impose a constraint on those coefficients a
Λβ
 the
indices (or, β) of which lie on a ''ladder"
- {(0, ^9); (1, yS-r); (2, ^8-2r); - ([/3/r], β-\βlτ]τ)}:
(O,/?)
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These conditions can be written as a system of linear equations:
(5) Cβ*A* = Q
where
\
and
*l.β-r
Wβ/rl.β-lβ/rlr'
The system (5) has a non trivial solution Aβ iff b—μξ—Q. In this case the
space of solutions has dimension one.
Hence:
,.
 f n ί l ifie{l, /*» μi, •••},dιmkerP0=<! .10 otherwise.
B. Calculation of h\X, Ωl
x
(Lb)).
If p
oω
=0, then the following equations for the coefficients must hold:
( 6 ) bal
Λβ
 = Σ
and
( 7 ^ hsi^ — X^/ ) "^eίβ — ' i '
We proceed as in section A: to satisfy the equations (6), it is necessary that
either a^
β
=0 for all (α, β) or else there are integers $e[0, r) and t^N0 such
that b=μi+*M\ al
Λβ
=Q, if («, /3)Φ(0, s+rt) and eJ§f+rleC.
Then the equations (7) become:
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(8)
and
(9)
if
Iβ/rΊ
y=o
Again the conditions (8), (9) impose a constraint on those coefficients a
Λβ
 the
indices of which lie on the (somewhat different) ladder
Ld2(β) = {(0, /3+1-r); (0, /3);(1, 0-r); - (|}8/r]f β-\βlr]r)} :
(0,/7+I-r)
(O,/?)
(2,y?-2r)
We express these conditions by means of the following inhomogeneous linear
systems:
(10) CξoAξ = Bβ
where
Cf:=
and
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0
Of course Bβ=Q, if β<r—l. It follows: if Bβ=0, then the space of solutions
of (10) has dimension 1 iff b-μl+1=0.
If J3βΦθ, then 4)β+1_rΦθ and (6) implies b=μξ+1. If β>r then the space of
solutions of (10) has dimension 1 and alfβ+1.r can be chosen arbitrarily. If
β=r then (6) and (10) imply Bβ=0.
Collecting the results we obtain:
dim ker P
n
 =
2 if b = μ% and m>r ,
1 if b=μ% and
0 otherwise.
C. Calculation of h\X, Ω2
x
(Lb)) .
We have:
ker PQ = {ω(zί9 Z2) == Σ ak —f*ω = 0}
and
This implies:
/# cβ/r3 /α+.Λ
Λ,β y=o J' 3 \ Cί )
which gives conditions for the coefficients:
3+l+Kβ»-/+l)
ί
y*
ί
>.3//ί>,2 'ZιZ2aZι
In the same manner as above we get the following result :
1) α
β((S=0 for all (α, β) with α>0
2) αM=Oif
Hence:
dim ker P,
-ii if b = μ%, m>r+ί ,otherwise.
qed.
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4. Hodge numbers and flatness of line bundles
Theorem 3. The Hodge numbers of an arbitrary Hop/ manifold of dimen-
sion n are :
h°>Q = h° l = h = h*'*-1 = I
hp*q = 0 in all other cases.
Proof. Obviously h° °=h* *=l. For a Hopf manifold generated by a
diagonal contraction /: (%19 •••, #,»)ι-»(μι#ι, •••, μnzn) the rest of the assertion
follows by arguing as in the proof of lemma 9.4 in [2] p. 216 and as in § 2
and §3, if we choose Lb=O, i.e. 6=1. For a general contraction/ we can
assume without loss of generality that f'(0)=dμ,: (^ , •••, #«)ι->(μι#ι, •••, μ»z
n
)
and/eGμ (Poincarό-Dulac form), see section 1. The group Gμ operates on
itself by conjugation. A slice through the orbit of / in G> represents the
Kuranishi space KXf of Xf. The orbit of /in Gμ has dμ. in its closure (cf. [8]
p. 242, 248). From Grauert's semicontinuity theorem, (cf. [7] p. 210), follows:
hp^(Xdμ)>hp'9(Xf). This implies
h -l(Xf) = W \Xf)^lP \Xέ^\ and h*«(Xf) = 0
if (P, ί)Φ(0, 1); (0, 0); (n, n); (n, n-l).
By the Frϋhlicher spectral sequence we get b
r
(Xf)<t^Σp+q=ίrhp'q(Xf) with
i
r
(A»=rank Hr(Xf, Z), see [5]. However
1 = b^Xf) ^h^XA+h^Xf^h^Xf} ^ 1 . qed.
Armed with this result we can tackle our next theorem. For Hopf surfaces
this statement was proven by Kodaira (cf. [11] p. 699). We follow his argu-
ments closely.
Theorem 4 All line bundles over a Hopf manifold X are flat.
Proof, a) Since X is homeomorphic to S2n~lxSl we have the following
Betti numbers b1(X)=b2n^1(X)=l and b2(X)='-=b2n^(X)=0> (cf. [6] p. 144).
b) The diagram
0
1 exp
!••
Ω
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is exact with d taken to be the de Rahm derivative.
^Γis compact and connected: H°(X, C)e*lP(X, O)^C, H\X, C*)^H\X, (?*)
^ C* . This implies :
0 -> H\X, Z) -* H°(Xy C) -+ H°(X, C*) i H\X, Z) -» -
Since dim #2(.XΓ, 0)=Λ° 2=0 and dim #2(^ , C)=J2=0 we get:
0 -* fP(.Y, Z) -> fl^ JΓ, C) -> ff '(Jξ C*) -> ff2( ,^ Z) -> 0
I I1* l j*
o -> ff ^  z) -> fl^  r, o) -> H1 ,^ 0*) -* # 2(;*r, z) -> o
c) By the five-lemma it is enough to show that /# is an isomorphism. First
we will show that i* is injective. Let dO be the sheaf of germs of 1-forms
which are locally the derivative of a holomorphic function ω—df. We take
the exact sequence
i d
0->C->O-*
to get the long exact sequence
0 -» H°(X, C) -» H°(X, O) i H*(X, dO) -* H1 ,^ C) -^  ^ (JΓ, (?)->•••
To prove the injectivity of i* it suffices to show that H°(X, dO)=Q. Assume
the contrary. Then there is a φ^H\X, dO) such that 9?ΦO and dφ=Q. Let
3) be the sheaf of germs of differentiable complex valued functions on X.
There is a natural inclusion mapping O^>£) and by the de Rham theorem we
get: Hl(X, C)^H°(X, dSS)\dH\X, Sf). This establishes a map
[ ] : H\X, dO) -+ H\Xy C)
φ *-* [φ]
Now suppose that there exist a, δeC, such that a[φ]+b[φ]=0 in H\X, C).
The above remarks imply that there exists a μ^H°(X, Sί) with aφ+bφ=dμ.
Locally we have :
φ = έ/λ, λe0([/), UdX open, and μ = aλ+b'λ.+some constant.
It follows that μ has the mean-value-property for sufficiently small balls in X.
Hence μ is constant, because X is compact. But then we have aφ-\-bφ=Q in
H°(X, d3)) which implies Λ=6 = 0, because φ<=H*(X9 dO), i.e. H1 ,^ C)>2.
However, this last inequality contradicts H\X, C)=l.
The surjectivity follows now from dimH\X, C) — 1 and dimίf1^, O)=
1. qed.
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REMARK 1. Theorem 4 implies that we know the cohomology of all line
bundles in the cases calculated in § 2 and § 3.
REMARK 2. Let TX be the tangent bundle of X and &=O(TX). The
spaces Hq(X, Θ) are of interest in deformation theory. From our calculations
we get their dimensions by the simple observation that
H\X, Θ) = H\
H -<(X, K&Ω1)* = H»-*(X, Ωl(K))*
where K is the canonical line bundle of X.
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